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Amaravathi ajith movie

AmaravathiTheatrical release posterDorselvaProduced byChozha PonnurangamLegal SelvaJ. Ramesh (dialogues)StarringAjith KumarSanghaviMusic bala BharathiFilmkunstb. BalamuruganEdited by Raithproductioncompany Chozha CreationsOut date 4 June 1993 (1993-06-04) Running time146 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageTamil Amaravathi in the 1993 Indian Tamil-language romance film directed by Selva. The film is played by newcomers Ajith Kumar and Sanghavi. [1] It was
released on 4 December 2004. The plot of an old couple is heartbroken because their only daughter escapes with their lover. At the time they see Amravath (Sanghavi), who is a really naïve and beautiful girl who runs away from home but can't remember anything else. They decide to take the police, but instead want to raise him with their daughter. he finds shelter in his house, where he is well looked after. His life takes a turn when Arjun (Ajith Kumar), the son of a wealthy
businessman, falls in love with him. Arjun finds excuses to meet him at his house and will be known with his family. One day with the help of Amravati's friend he manages to lure him to his house without his parents knowing and expressing his love for him and starts taking him places and they start having the happiest days of their lives. But his stepfather fears that he will flee too so forbids him to see Arjun but his father realizes that they are deeply in love with each other. Just then,
the newspaper shows there is a missing girl named Angeline and she bears a resemblance to Amravati. Arjun sees it and thinks it's Amravati. Just then the doctor comes and recognizes Amravati as Angeline and tells Arjun and her foster parents she is Angeline's daughter a wealthy businessman. He and his father both never got over the loss of their mother and uncle, tormented them to give him wealth, and Angeline's hand married and making sure they don't tell anyone about him.
His father dies, but Angel survives and has amnesia and has forgotten everything. Then Uncle Amravati kidnaps to force him to marry and tries to behave badly with him, but then Arjun fights him and saves him. Arjun and Amravati live happy and also it has shown no one ever talked about Amravati from his past because they didn't want to upset him. Cast Ajith Kumar as Arjun Sanghavi as Amaravathi (Angelin) Kalyan Kumar as Balasubramaniam Kavitha as Raji, Balasubramaniam
husband Nassar as Frank, Angelin's father Thalaivasal Vijay as Dr Charle Charle as Seethapathy, Saloon store owner Bhanu Prakash as Gowtham, Arjun friend Murali Kumar as Arjun friend Sabitha Anand as Arjun's aunt Nizhalgal Ravi as Rathnavel, Police Mounika as Geetha, Balasubramaniam's daughter Vichithra special appearance Adi Soku Sundari song Bala Junior as Rickiah Raiah. Sankaran as Church Father Vegetable Seller C. R. Saraswathy Doctor Seenu as Bus conductor
of Production After the success of Thalaivasal, Selva began a love story featuring newcomers. The producers were unhappy with the work of the newcomers, and they soon turned to Ajith Kumar to play the lead role after being recommended by the singer S. P. Balasubrahmanyam after seeing parts of Prema Pusthakam. The original lead actor was later humiliated to play Ajith Kumar's friend in the film. [2] Ajith signed the film on 3 December 1944. Similarly, the singer Sanghavi was
only 16 years old when the film began production. [4] During the film's follow-up production, Ajith was in bed for racing and remained in therapy for 20 months. Later, another actor, Vikram, had to duplicate the scenes for Ajith. [7] Music AmaravathiSoundtrack album Bala BharathiReleased1993Recorded1993GenreFeature film soundtrackLength31:06ProducerBala BharathiBala Bharathi Bharathi chronology Thalaivasal(1992) Amarthiava(1993) Poranthalum Ambalaiya Porakka
Koodathu(1993) Music composed of Bala Bharathi lyrics and written by Vamuthuthu. [8] Track ListNo.TitleWriter(s)Singer(s)Length1. Adi Soku SundariVairamuthuS. P. Balasubrahmanyam, Malgudi Subha4:582. Ha Ha Kanaveh ThanaVairamuthuS. P. Balasubrahmanyam4:343. Poo MalaranthethuVairamuthuMinmin4:134. Putham Pudhu MalareVairamuthuS. P. Balasubrahmanyam5:025. Led strip IP65 before you do so. P. Balasubrahmanyam, S. Janaki4:096. Udal Enna Uyir
EnnaVairamuthuAshok4:40Smd:31:06 Release and reception amaravathi appeared 4. [9] Malini Mannath wrote indian express, producer Chozha Ponnurangan and writer-director Chelvaa [...] reunited with [Amaravathi], which despite its flaws is quite a gripping entertainer with romance, excitement and feelings of proper proportions. [10] The film was profitable and success was partly credited to the music of cards drawn up by Bal Bharath. [11] The film also attracted media attention
from its lead actor Ajith, who was approached with several modelling tasks. [12] Links ^ Ajit and Asin are back!. Sify, can't you do that? 1 December 2016 Tamm became chief of staff of the island in 2004. Youtube. 1 December 2016 In 2004, the Vivegami star, who dominates Tamil cinema, received 5 reasons. Indian Express. On 3 August 2017, in June 2017, Tamm became the island's chief of staff. The Hindu. On 19 November 2009, on 26 October 2012. Rediff.com 1999 of 1
December 2016, 28 September 2007. Questions and answers. The Hindu. 13, 2014 in New York അജി ി ം അ ാസി ം ശ ം നൽകിയ വി ം. Manorama Online (Magalam). On 31 August 2016, in June 2016, Tamm became the island's chief of staff. starmusiq. on 20 August 2014. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Indian Express. By letter of 4 June 1993, the Commission shall inform The European Commission of the P. 11 June 1993 Fair Entertainment Source. Indian
Express. (2005) 6 October 2017. lunch hero signed abcl film. Rediff.com 4 April 1997. Rediff.com 15 December 2005 1 December 2016 External links to Amaravathi IMDb From
500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Ajithfans - Actor Ajith Kumar E-Fans Association | Live... 7.7 t. tykkää tätäfan102 t. tykkää tätätaiteilijaNäytä lisää154 t. tykkää tätätätäfan102 t. tykkää tätäfan102
t. tykkää tätätätätätatätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätä Stills108 t. tykkää tästäThis is the page of Ajith Entertainment,Get Authentic Updates from Thala &amp; More Pics and Gallery :-)48 t. tkäkätätäTitTittttletletlet Facebook page Sathya Jyothi Films. Produtsees movies from 1982.43 t. tykkää tätäA True Follower Thala Ajith! I love
the world, but don't believe anyone!11 t. tykkää tätäFanisivu51 t. tykkää täActor, Director, Dancer &amp; Singer, South India film industry ! Respect your love and support... 1.4 t. tykkää tätäI film is the upcoming Tamil Romantic thriller directed by Shankar.Film feature Vikram and ... 2.2 t. tykkää
tätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätätä
He finds shelter in a good-natured man's house, where he is well looked after. His life changes when Arjun falls in love with him. Plot summary | Lisa Synopsis Parents Guide: Add content advice to parents » Edit Release Date: June 4, 1993 (India) See more » Chola Creations See more » Runtime: 146 min See all the technical specifications » Siddhesh Joshi (editor)I enjoy creating and distributing knowledged content to everyone around the world and try my best not to leave even the
smallest mistakes go unnoticed. Covid-19Amaravathi has been a member of the European Commission since 1993. The film featured debutants Ajith Kumar and Sanghavi in the lead roles, and was released in May 1993 in a positive response to the box office. Poo malaranthethu singing hd amaravathiCastProductionMusicReleaseReferencesAjith Kumar as Arjun Sanghavi as Angel (Amaravathi) Kalyan Kumar as Amaravathi's adoptive father Nassar as Frank Thalaivasal Vijay as Dr.
Charles Charlie Charle as Arjun's friend After the success of Thalaivasal Selva, began a love story featuring newcomers. The producers were unhappy with the work of the newcomers, and they soon turned to Ajith Kumar to play the lead role after being recommended by the singer S. P. Balasubrahmanyam after seeing parts of Prema Pusthakam. The original lead actor was later humiliated to play Ajith Kumar's friend in the film. Ajith Kumar made his debut and signed it. On 03 August
1992, the Council decided to 1044/2004/EC to 100 0 Similarly, lead actor Sanghavi was just 16 when the film began production. As the film went post production, Ajith was bed-ridden due to a racing injury and remained in treatment for twenty months. Later, another actor Vikram came to dub scenes for Ajith.Music composed of Balabarathy and lyrics written by Vairamuthu.The film was profitable and success was partly credited to the chart-topping soundtracks composed by Bala
Bharathi. The film also attracted the media attention of its lead actor Ajith Kumar, who was approached with several modelling tasks. Amaravathi (1993 film) WikipediaAmaravathi (1993 film) IMDb IMDb
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